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Many applications require flexibility in the problem complexity, target accuracy, and time and cost to solution. This is exacerbated by new physical models, model coupling, and more sophisticated analysis techniques such as optimization, data assimilation, and uncertainty quantification. Moreover, as models become increasingly relevant, their execution is subjected to more external requirements (e.g., policy, weather, manufacturing, field studies, disaster response). We need abstractions that render large regions near the (problem complexity, accuracy, time, cost)-Pareto front accessible with practical hardware resources and maintainable source code. The HPGMG benchmarking effort attempts to quantify versatility (and variability) of machines so that practitioners can make informed decisions about the suitability of a given machine for their purposes. This talk will discuss design choices and open problems for benchmarking to be representative of a broad range of applications run in diverse scientifically-relevant configurations.
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